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“Hurricanes and typhoons are atmospheric circulation systems of tropical origin characterized by low pressure at the 
center and near surface winds spiraling inward around this center, typically storm size ranges from 10 to 80 km for the 
radius to maximum wind speeds with cloud cover extending from about 150 to 1,500 km. In meteorological terms, 
hurricanes and typhoons are low pressure, warm-core cyclones, originating in warm waters with closed surface winds 
rotating about an eye.”  

From Resio, D., Kay, S., 2015. Hurricanes and Typhoons.  
In "Encyclopedia of Marine Geosciences", pages 1-8,  

Springer, https://link.springer.com/referenceworkentry/10.1007/978-94-007-6644-0_180-1.

Definitions, Scales

A tropical cyclone is a rotating, organized system of clouds and thunderstorms that originates over tropical or subtropical 
waters and has a closed low-level circulation. Tropical cyclones rotate counterclockwise in the Northern Hemisphere. They 
are classified as follows: 
• Tropical Depression: A tropical cyclone with maximum sustained winds of 38 mph (33 knots) or less. 
• Tropical Storm: A tropical cyclone with maximum sustained winds of 39 to 73 mph (34 to 63 knots). 
• Hurricane: A tropical cyclone with maximum sustained winds of 74 mph (64 knots) or higher. In the western North 

Pacific, hurricanes are called typhoons; similar storms in the Indian Ocean and South Pacific Ocean are called 
cyclones. 

• Major Hurricane: A tropical cyclone with maximum sustained winds of 111 mph (96 knots) or higher, corresponding to 
a Category 3, 4 or 5 on the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale. 

http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/climo/



Tropical cyclones forming between 5 and 30 degrees North latitude typically move toward the west. Sometimes the winds in 
the middle and upper levels of the atmosphere change and steer the cyclone toward the north and northwest. When tropical 
cyclones reach latitudes near 30 degrees North, they often move northeast.

Tropical Cyclone formation regions with mean tracks 
From http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/climo/
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Damage



• Why do Hurricanes form? 

• Why do Hurricanes spin? 

• Why do they wander about? 

• Why do they rotate so fast? 

• What causes a storm surge? 

• Can we improve forecasts? 

• Are things getting worse? 

• Is global warming at fault?

Definitions, Scales
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Recap:  Climate vs Weather - a matter of time scale!

Climate change can be “long term” (thousands to 
millions of years), or short term (years to decades)


Influenced by El Niño, La Niña, volcanic eruptions, or 
other changes in Earth’s system

Weather is short term!! - hours, days, weeks…


Climate is long term - at least 30 yr average - and 
influences a broad region of Earth
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http://veimages.gsfc.nasa.gov/2429/
globe_west_540.jpg

equatorial “doldrums”

equatorial “doldrums” 

Hadley cells together with Coriolis Force (more later on this) influence prevailing wind direction

prevailing winds SE to NW

prevailing winds NE to SW

Basics

http://veimages.gsfc.nasa.gov/2429/globe_west_540.jpg
http://veimages.gsfc.nasa.gov/2429/globe_west_540.jpg


Hadley cells in tropical zones influence predominant wind direction across entire planet

http://www.geology.um.maine.edu/ges121/lectures/
20-monsoons/hadley.jpgequatorial “doldrums”  

- where warm, moist air rises
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Note clockwise deflection of storm paths!
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www.uwsp.edu/.../coriolis-force_NASA_JPL.jpg

Coriolis Effect - Earth’s rotation deflects winds

“Clockwise” (to the right) on 
northern hemisphere

“Counter- clockwise” (to the 
left) on southern hemisphere

Basics

http://www.uwsp.edu/.../coriolis-force_NASA_JPL.jpg


www.uwsp.edu/.../coriolis-force_NASA_JPL.jpg

Coriolis Effect - Earth’s rotation also impacts rotation of cyclones
Basics

L

H

H

Coriolis

Pressure difference

Pressure difference

Coriolis

On northern Hemisphere:

http://www.uwsp.edu/.../coriolis-force_NASA_JPL.jpg


Hurricanes are fed by warm surface ocean waters (>26°C)

www.nasa.gov/vision/earth/lookingatearth/hurricane_record.html

NASA Sea Surface Temperature Data

http://www.learner.org/courses/envsci/visual/img_lrg/
sea_surface_temperature.jpg

warmer waters in 
equatorial regions

storm cells initiate in 
warm waters
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Eye wall  
~50 km diameter 
winds < 15 mph

weather.gov

NASA

Structure of Hurricanes

 wind < 

15 mph

Wind speed > 74 mph with strong storm surge

Saffir-Simpson Scale of Hurricane 
Strength

1 Minimal

2 Moderate

3 Extensive

4 Extreme

5 Catastrophic

Basics

http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/hrd/nhurr97/HURSEC2.HTM
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El Niño - La Niña
• Alternating seasons of warm and cold ocean 

temperatures in central Pacific Ocean, off the coast 
of Ecuador


• Entire cycle is called ENSO  - the El Niño 
Southern Oscillation

El Niño - La Niña



El Niño - La Niña



http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/imagerecords/
7000/7001/ElNino_JAS_20060905_lrg.jpg

http://www.osdpd.noaa.gov/data/sst/anomaly/2009/anomw.7.6.2009.gif

exceptionally warm surface waters off 
coast of Ecuador  in December/

January

El Niño 

trade winds in central and western Pacific lessen  
thermocline in the western Pacific is elevated

El Niño - La Niña

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/imagerecords/7000/7001/ElNino_JAS_20060905_lrg.jpg
http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/imagerecords/7000/7001/ElNino_JAS_20060905_lrg.jpg
http://www.osdpd.noaa.gov/data/sst/anomaly/2009/anomw.7.6.2009.gif


unusually cold surface waters off coast of 
Ecuador  in December/January

La Niña 

In USA:  
• warmer winters in Southeast 
• cooler winters in the Northwest

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/image/9902/lanina2_topex_big.gif

http://media.mgnetwork.com/scp/blog/postimg/fjohnson/LaNina.gif

El Niño - La Niña

La Niña correlates with more severe hurricanes in USA

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/image/9902/lanina2_topex_big.gif
http://media.mgnetwork.com/scp/blog/postimg/fjohnson/LaNina.gif


El Niño - La Niña

• El Niño does not mean no hurricanes - can still have 
some very damaging ones - avg. damage per storm ca. 
$800 million 

• May change as a result of ocean warming 

• the 2017-2018 winter was an El Niño 

• La Niña does mean more of them and more severe 
damage  - avg. damage per storm ca. $1,600 million

El Niño - La Niña



El Niño - La Niña

http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/analysis_monitoring/lanina/enso_evolution-status-fcsts-web.pdf



El Niño - La Niña

http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/analysis_monitoring/lanina/enso_evolution-status-fcsts-web.pdf



El Niño - La Niña

http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/analysis_monitoring/lanina/enso_evolution-status-fcsts-web.pdf
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Data Sources
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/data/tcr/index.php?season=2005&basin=atl



Data Sources
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/data/tcr/index.php?season=2005&basin=atl

http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/data/tcr/AL122005_Katrina.pdf
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Hurricanes get their energy from warm ocean water
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varies with latitude
<--No Coriolis Effect-->

Too cold

Too cold

Why does path change?  

Coriolis effect 
again! 

Where, When, Why 



http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/climo/

Number of Tropical Cyclones per 100 Years for the Atlantic Basin (the Atlantic Ocean, the Caribbean Sea, 
and the Gulf of Mexico). The official hurricane season for the Atlantic Basin is from 1 June to 30 November. 
As seen in the graph above, the peak of the season is from mid-August to late October. However, deadly 
hurricanes can occur anytime in the hurricane season.

Where, When, Why 



Where, When, Why 

Number of Atlantic tropical cyclones listed in Appendix 
1 (dark shading) and Appendix 2 (light shading), shown 
in 10-year periods (except for 1990-1994).

1490 19941490 1994
Atlantic tropical cyclone deaths based on Appendix 1 
and shown in 10-year periods (except for 1990-1994).

http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pastdeadly4.shtml  1 Appendix 1: Cyclones with 25+ deaths 
 2 Appendix 2: Cyclones that may have 25+ deaths

http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pastdeadlyapp1.shtml?
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pastdeadlyapp1.shtml?
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pastdeadlyapp2.shtml?
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pastdeadlyapp1.shtml?
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pastdeadly4.shtml
https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pastdeadlyapp1.shtml?
https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pastdeadlyapp2.shtml?


Where, When, Why 

19941500

http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pastdeadly4.shtml?
Atlantic tropical cyclones deaths based on Appendix 1 and shown in 100-year periods (except for 1990-1994).

http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pastdeadly4.shtml

 1 Appendix 1: Cyclones with 25+ deaths 
 2 Appendix 2: Cyclones that may have 25+ deaths

http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pastdeadlyapp1.shtml?
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pastdeadly4.shtml
https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pastdeadlyapp1.shtml?
https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pastdeadlyapp2.shtml?


http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/climo/

Where, When, Why 



http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/climo/
Bars depict number of named systems (yellow), hurricanes (red), and category 3 or greater (purple), 1850-2014 

Where, When, Why 

20151850



Table 2. Mainland U.S. tropical 
cyclones causing 25 or greater 
deaths 1851-2010.

http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pdf/nws-nhc-6.pdf
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http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pdf/
nws-nhc-6.pdf
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http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pdf/
nws-nhc-6.pdf

Where, When, Why 
Table 3a. The 30 costliest mainland United States 
tropical cyclones, 1900-2010, (not adjusted for inflation).
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http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pdf/
nws-nhc-6.pdf

Where, When, Why 
Table 3b. The 30 costliest 
mainland United States 
tropical cyclones, 
1900-2010.



http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pdf/
nws-nhc-6.pdf
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http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pdf/
nws-nhc-6.pdf

Where, When, Why 

Table 4. The most 
intense mainland 
United States 
hurricanes ranked 
by pressure, 
1851-2010 
(includes only 
major hurricanes at 
their most intense 
landfall).



http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pdf/
nws-nhc-6.pdf
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http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pdf/
nws-nhc-6.pdf

Where, When, Why 
Table 14. Deadliest & 
Costliest Tropical Cyclones 
(1900-2010) for Hawaii, 
Puerto Rico and the U.S. 
Virgin Islands.



Estimated return period in years for hurricanes passing  
within 50 nautical miles of various locations on the U.S. Coast

Estimated return period in years for major hurricanes passing  
within 50 nautical miles of various locations on the U.S. Coast

http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/climo/
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http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pdf/
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Songda 
2011

Katrina 
2005

Manila 
2009

Cases

Typhoon Ketsana 
2009



At about 12:00 AM AEST (14:00 UTC) on February 3, Yasi crossed the 
coastline as a severe Category 5 cyclone near Mission Beach, with estimated 
maximum 3-second gusts of 285 km/h spanning an area from Ingham to 
Cairns. A record low pressure of 929 hPa (27.43 inHg) was measured as the 
eye passed over Tully.                    https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyclone_Yasi 

Cases
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Typhoon Haiyan was an extremely deadly and intense typhoon, known as 
Super Typhoon Yolanda in the Philippines. On making landfall, Haiyan 
devastated portions of Southeast Asia, particularly the Philippines. It is the 
deadliest Philippine typhoon on record, killing at least 6,300 people in that 
country alone. In terms of JTWC-estimated 1-minute sustained winds, Haiyan 
is tied with Meranti for being the strongest landfalling tropical cyclone on 
record. In January 2014, bodies were still being found. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Typhoon_Haiyan

Cases

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Typhoon_Haiyan
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Cases
Comparison of Katrina and Haiyan



Cases
Comparison of Katrina and Haiyan

Haiyan (left) was more intense than Katrina (right) at its peak. The ring of clouds over the eyewall is much colder and thicker in 
Haiyan. While both storms were over very warm water – around 30oC, the tropopause is higher and colder in the western 
tropical Pacific than it is in the tropical Atlantic, giving storms a decided intensity advantage. The average November 
tropopause temperature in the West Pacific (corresponding to Haiyan) is about 12oC colder than the average August 
tropopause temperature in the Gulf of Mexico (corresponding to Katrina).



This map shows the tracks of all tropical cyclones in the 2013 Pacific 
typhoon season. The points show the location of each storm at 6-hour 
intervals. The color represents the storm's maximum sustained wind 
speeds as classified in the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Scale (see below), and 
the shape of the data points represent the type of the storm.

Cases

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tropical_cyclone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2013_Pacific_typhoon_season
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2013_Pacific_typhoon_season
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/maximum_sustained_wind
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/maximum_sustained_wind
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Winds:

Rain:

Storm surge:

usace/army.mil

Cases



In Gulf, the “Loop Current” affects track -  warm water gives “fuel” to the storm

...and Gulf water is getting warmer!

Cases
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Is it all getting worse?

http://www.computare.org/Support%20documents/Fora%20Input/
SACPA/Computare%20SACPA%20Presentation%20with%20Notes_files/

Climate Change Impacts

http://www.computare.org/Support%20documents/Fora%20Input/SACPA/Computare%20SACPA%20Presentation%20with%20Notes_files/
http://www.computare.org/Support%20documents/Fora%20Input/SACPA/Computare%20SACPA%20Presentation%20with%20Notes_files/


Is it all getting worse?

http://www.computare.org/Support%20documents/Fora%20Input/
SACPA/Computare%20SACPA%20Presentation%20with%20Notes_files/

temperature increase is real, but looks a lot 
worse if we compress the horizontal scale!

Climate Change Impacts

http://www.computare.org/Support%20documents/Fora%20Input/SACPA/Computare%20SACPA%20Presentation%20with%20Notes_files/
http://www.computare.org/Support%20documents/Fora%20Input/SACPA/Computare%20SACPA%20Presentation%20with%20Notes_files/


Is it all getting worse?

http://www.computare.org/Support%20documents/Fora%20Input/
SACPA/Computare%20SACPA%20Presentation%20with%20Notes_files/

Climate Change Impacts

Marcott et al., 2013

<——————————Holocene———————>

http://www.computare.org/Support%20documents/Fora%20Input/SACPA/Computare%20SACPA%20Presentation%20with%20Notes_files/
http://www.computare.org/Support%20documents/Fora%20Input/SACPA/Computare%20SACPA%20Presentation%20with%20Notes_files/
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Let’s look at the data:Is it all getting worse?

http://www.computare.org/Support%20documents/Fora%20Input/
SACPA/Computare%20SACPA%20Presentation%20with%20Notes_files/

http://www.clemson.edu/media-relations/files/articles/
2009/2262_233_hurricanegraph.jpg

hurricane frequency

Climate Change Impacts

http://www.computare.org/Support%20documents/Fora%20Input/SACPA/Computare%20SACPA%20Presentation%20with%20Notes_files/
http://www.computare.org/Support%20documents/Fora%20Input/SACPA/Computare%20SACPA%20Presentation%20with%20Notes_files/
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Is human activity the main cause?

Climate Change Impacts
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